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Updated 20. May 2018 

Your privacy is important to us. Tiny Gravity provides this Privacy Policy to inform you 

of our policies regarding the collection, use and disclosure of personal information we 

receive from you when you use our games. We refer to the Tiny Gravity as Tiny Gravity. 

This Privacy Policy applies only to information that is provided to us through Tiny 

Gravity. This Privacy Policy applies only to information that is provided to us through 

Tiny Gravity. This Privacy Policy may be updated from time to time. You are advised to 

consult this policy regularly for any changes. 

Basics 

- By installing any app or creating a Tiny Gravity account or Logging In, you 

acknowledge and agree to Tiny Gravity is collecting information on the apps 

installed on a your device. This information enable for users to participate in Tiny 

Gravity. 

 

- Users need to use their personal information in order to participate on Tiny 

Gravity rewards program.  

 

- We collect information about you and how you use and make better Tiny Gravity. 

 

- Participants has the freely can comment their opinions regarding to Tiny Gravity. 

 

- All data which provided by registered users are owned by AppRise Kft.: H-4400 

Nyíregyháza, Hungary, Új utca 35; and also used by the contracted software 

developer company: eClick Apps Kft.: H-2161 Csomád, Hungary, Verebeshegy 

utca 11. 

 

Information that we use 

- Your name, email address, age, profile name, profile photo, height, weight, 

occupation, personal interests, third party social networking service user name, 

and a password that you create to register to use the Service; 

 

- Information you provide when you contact us (for example login); and applying 

to the registered rank list. 



 

- Any other information you voluntarily provide us with in registering and using 

the Service. 
 

- An identifier that is unique to the device on which you install the App and some 

device identifiers may be persistent device identifiers, as well as certain software 

and hardware information about your device; 
 

- Your Internet Protocol (IP) address; 
 

- Domain name of your Internet service provider; 
 

- Your geographic location; 
 

- The Service pages that you visit and the date and time of your visits; and 
 

- Aggregated information that cannot be used to specifically identify you when you 

visit or use the Service. 
 

- Prior to your installation of the App, we may have already collected information 

about the other apps that you have used via our Advertising Partners or other 

Third Parties. 

 

Please be informed about the following 

User’s opinions, feedbacks, information are important for us in the case of developing 

our services and games. Key information help us to improve our reward system to its 

best level. Some of this information may be personally identifiable information about 

you (e.g., your email address, login on Facebook, sites you visit). We may also collect 

personally identifiable information about you in ways that don’t involve Tiny Gravity 

products and services – for instance, if you send us an email with your phone number in 

it.  

By agreeing to participate, you are agreeing to allow Tiny Gravity to collect these and 

other data points and transmit them to Tiny Gravity servers. If you don't want us to 

track this information, you have two options: 

- For temporary periods during which you do not want information collected, open 

a browser window in Private or Incognito Mode, which can be accessed from the 

Tiny Gravity toolbar or the menu on Windows and from the File menu on Mac. 

We never track or collect usage data from a window while it is in Incognito Mode. 



Browsing in Incognito Mode may result in you not accruing Tiny Gravity rewards 

for your activity (e.g. searching or shopping). 

 

- Remove Tiny Gravity from your system. 
 

Among the kinds of information we track, without limitation, are 
the following 

- Which Tiny Gravity features you use and how often (for instance, how often you 

use the privacy button, shop button, share button, search feature, etc.) 

 

- The amount of time that Tiny Gravity runs and the amount of time it is active 
 

- Tiny Gravity crashes and associated conditions around the time of the crash 
 

- What you’ve selected for certain Tiny Gravity preferences and options (for 

instance, whether or not you run Tiny Gravity in full-screen mode) 
 

- How often you use the omnibox / address bar to perform a search, whether you 

accept omnibox / address bar suggestions, and which ones 
 

- Which other Internet browsers run on your system, and which browser is set as 

the default browser 
 

- Your screen resolution, operating system version, CPU and memory configuration 

of your machine, and other configuration information 
 

- The number of tabs you have open (but not the sites you have open in those tabs) 
 

- Which partners and pages you visit so we can better tailor and offer you 

customized rewards 
 

Thank you for being a Tiny Gravity member. Your contributions will help us make Tiny 

Gravity a great product. 

Information collection, use and disclosure 

In this policy, when we say we "collect" information, we generally mean that your 

browser keeps track of the information locally and then periodically uploads it to our 

Metrics Service. The Metrics Service stores the information persistently in a database for 

later use. When we say we "use" information, we generally mean that we store it, 



retrieve it, parse it, aggregate it, analyze it, report on it, combine it with information 

from other sources, and do similar transformations and analyses in pursuit of 

understanding how users in aggregate use Tiny Gravity and how we can make our 

services better. 

Our primary goals in collecting information are to provide and improve our services, 

features, and content. 

- Your Personal Information. When you communicate with us or use Tiny Gravity, 

we may collect personally identifiable information about you. This refers to 

information about you that can be used to contact or identify you ("Personal 

Information"). For instance, if you email us requesting support, you’ll provide us 

with your email address so we can respond to you. Personal Information can also 

include, but is not limited to, your name, phone number, IP address, or home 

address. (We might not ask you for all or any of these things, but you might 

provide them to us without our asking – for instance, in an email to us.) We use 

your Personal Information mainly to provide the Services and to respond to your 

requests for support. 

- Non-Identifying Information. We also collect other information that you provide 

or that is provided to us about you when using Tiny Gravity (e.g., without 

limitation, what search engine(s) you use, and your individual preferences, your 

interest data when signing up for our mobile apps, etc) ("Non-Identifying 

Information"). We may also collect Non-Identifying Information about your age, 

gender, and city or zip code when you log into the product or even if you've just 

downloaded the product, but have yet to register. For instance, when you log in 

with your Facebook credentials, Facebook might tell us you’re a 29-year-old male 

from ZIP code 78701. This information comes from the data you’ve supplied in 

your Facebook profile and agreed to share with applications like Tiny Gravity. 

This information on its own generally isn’t enough to identify you specifically. We 

may also collect all the categories of information listed in the "Please Read This 

Carefully" section above. All this information is considered Non-Identifying 

Information. 

- How We Use Your Information. We don't sell your Personal Information. We use 

your Personal Information (in some cases, in conjunction with your Non-

Identifying Information) to provide you with and improve Tiny Gravity, including 

to offer and administer the Tiny Gravity Reward program and any associated 

sweepstakes, and to respond to your requests for support. It’s also provided to 

help you earn rewards and to know when Tiny Gravity should be paid out to you. 

Your Non-Identifying Information, such as device ID's, other unique identifiers 

such as “hashed” email addresses and profile information can be made available 

by Tiny Gravity to its partners to help target ads to you based on your presumed 



interests. This is all Non-Identifying Information which you agree to share when 

you download any of the Tiny Gravity applications. Any information that you 

provide to Tiny Gravity either implicitly or explicitly can be used by Tiny Gravity, 

its affiliates, subsidiaries, and partners to help tailor services to you, or for any 

other purposes to which you consent. In addition, we may share non-identifying 

geographic location and Bluetooth data that we have collected with our partners 

to allow them to infer your interests and serve ads to you based on your activity 

and location over time. Please note that you may opt out of having any of the 

foregoing. 

 

- Aggregating Information. We may aggregate the Non-Identifying Information we 

collect with similar information collected from other Tiny Gravity Users to 

provide you with a better experience, to improve the quality and value of Tiny 

Gravity, and to analyze and understand how Tiny Gravity is used. We may also 

use information you provide without aggregating it to serve you specifically; for 

instance, to deliver a product to you according to your preferences or 

restrictions.  
 

- Demographic Profiling. We might also use non-aggregated information for 

development or demographic profiling purposes, but any such use would not be 

personally identifiable. For instance, we might combine the information 

Facebook sends us about your age, gender and ZIP code with the data. Tiny 

Gravity sends us about your usage habits to find out more about which groups of 

people use specific Browser features. As an example, we might do this to get a 

sense of how many people aged 18-21 use the share feature, but not who those 

people actually are. 

- Newsletters and Marketing. We also may use your Personal Information to 

contact you with Tiny Gravity newsletters, marketing or promotional materials 

and other information that may be of interest to you, either generally or in your 

capacity as a Tiny Gravity member. If you decide at any time you no longer wish 

to receive such communications from us, please follow the unsubscribe 

instructions provided in any of the communications.  

Cookies 

Like many websites, we may use "cookies" to collect information. A cookie is a small data 

file that we transfer to your computer’s hard disk for record-keeping purposes. We use 

cookies for two purposes. First, we may use persistent cookies to authorize you and 

ensure that only approved Tiny Gravity members may use the service. Second, we may 

use session ID cookies to enable certain features of the Sites, to better understand how 

you interact with the Sites, and to monitor aggregate usage by Tiny Gravity Users and 



web traffic routing on the Sites. Unlike persistent cookies, session cookies are deleted 

from your computer when you log off from the Sites and Service and then close your 

browser. We have no third-party advertisers on our Sites today, but we may in the 

future. These third parties may also place or read cookies on your browser. You can 

instruct your browser, by changing its options, to stop accepting cookies or to prompt 

you before accepting a cookie from any websites you visit. If you do not accept cookies, 

however, you may not be able to use all portions of the Sites or all functionality of the 

Services.  

Business Transfers 

Tiny Gravity may sell, transfer or otherwise share some or all of its assets, including 

your Personal Information, in connection with a merger, acquisition, reorganization or 

sale of assets, or in the event of bankruptcy. Tiny Gravity will notify you, by posting an 

updated Privacy Policy, before transferring your information to a new entity as part of a 

merger, acquisition, reorganization or sale of some or all of its assets. 

Accessing, Changing or Deleting Your Information 

As much of the information we collect and store is non-identifiable and anonymous, it 

may be difficult (if not impossible) for us to locate and delete all of the data we’ve 

collected about you. If you would like us to access your personal information, or request 

we correct or delete any of your Personal Information or records associated with you in 

our system, please contact us and we will attempt to accommodate your request if we 

can locate the records, and if we do not have any legal obligation to retain the records. 

See below for privacy contact information. 

Security 

Tiny Gravity is very concerned with safeguarding your information. We employ 

administrative, physical and electronic measures designed to help protect your 

information from unauthorized access. 

We will make any legally required disclosures of any breach of the security, 

confidentiality, or integrity of your electronically stored "personal data" (as defined in 

applicable statutes on security breach notification) to you via email, Facebook message, 

or conspicuous posting on this Site in the most expedient time possible and without 

unreasonable delay, insofar as consistent with (i) the legitimate needs of law 

enforcement or (ii) any measures necessary to determine the scope of the breach and 

restore the reasonable integrity of the data system. 

International Transfer 



When allowed by law, your information may be transferred to — and maintained on — 

computers located outside of your state, province, country, or other governmental 

jurisdiction where the privacy laws may not be as protective as those in your 

jurisdiction. If you are located outside the United States and choose to provide 

information to us, Tiny Gravity may transfer Personal Information to the United States 

and process it there. Your explicit consent to this Privacy Policy followed by your 

submission of such information represents your agreement to that transfer. As a result, 

this information may be subject to access requests from governments, courts, or law 

enforcement in the United States according to its laws. 

Links to Other Sites 

Tiny Gravity may contain links to other third party websites. These other websites may 

have their own privacy policies and terms and conditions that are not governed by this 

Privacy Policy. We are not responsible for the privacy practices or the content of any 

website(s) owned and operated by any such third parties. Other websites may collect 

and treat information collected differently, so we encourage you to carefully read and 

review the privacy policy for each website you visit. Any links from Tiny Gravity to other 

websites, or references to products, services or publications other than those of Tiny 

Gravity, do not imply the endorsement or approval of such websites, products, services 

or publications by Tiny Gravity. 

Our Policy Toward Children 

We do not knowingly collect personally identifiable information from children under 13. 

If a parent or guardian becomes aware that his or her child has provided us with 

Personal Information without their consent, he or she should contact us at 

apprisekft@gmail.com 

If we become aware that a child under 13 has provided us with Personal Information, we 

will delete such information from our files to the extent possible. (See Accessing, 

Changing or Deleting Your Information above.). 

Contacting Us 

If you have any questions about this Privacy Policy, please contact us 

at apprisekft@gmail.com 

Privacy Dept. 

AppRise kft. 
Új utca 35. 
Hungary, 4400 
Nyíregyháza 



Terms and Conditions 

Tiny Gravity is providing games in which players can challenge for valuable prices and they 

can share their best performance if they want. 

1) By installing any app or creating a Tiny Gravity account or Logging In, you 

acknowledge and agree to Tiny Gravity is collecting information on the apps installed 

on your device. This information may be used to ensure that Tiny Gravity is able to 

promote relevant apps and offers. Tiny Gravity account can be closed anytime if the 

player send an Email request for apprisekft@gmail.com 

2) Members are not permitted to attempt "gaming" or "hacking" the application 

program in any way. 

3) Members will not, under any circumstances or encourage other members or any 

other persons to hack Tiny Gravity program including via online blogs, forums, 

groups, etc… 

4) Members will not post referral links in an attempt to trick members or any other 

people through deceptive means, inaccurate descriptions, fake earning opportunities 

or other questionable methods as determined by the Tiny Gravity staff. 

5) Tiny Gravity at its sole discretion will and can cancel or remove scores from your 

account or suspend your account entirely if Tiny Gravity has reasons to believe that 

rewards were earned through means that are against the Tiny Gravity Terms & 

Conditions as well as the spirit of the guidelines. Examples of abuse that Tiny Gravity 

automated technology will flag and will not be tolerated includes: extended 

inactivity, software that attempts to manipulate the program in any way, and app 

usage anomalies outside of normal behavior patterns. 

6) Violating any of these terms or any of the terms below will mean immediate 

revocation of earned scores & rewards and potentially means being blacklisted from 

Tiny Gravity in perpetuity. 

7) All data which provided by registered users are owned by AppRise Kft.: H-4400 

Nyíregyháza, Hungary, Új utca 35; and also used by the contracted software 

developer company: eClick Apps Kft.: H-2161 Csomád, Hungary, Verebeshegy utca 

11. 

 

 



 

THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS ("AGREEMENT") 
GOVERN YOUR USE OF THE SOFTWARE. 

The aim of the system is creating weekly closing arcade game challenges, where the highest 

scored players appear on a rank list at the end of the week and can redeem their reward 

from our website. 

ACCESSING THE SERVICE 

In order access apps or website, you need a compatible device. You also need access to the 

Internet through a mobile data plan or an Internet subscription. You are solely responsible 

for paying any service fees associated with any such access (including data charges). You 

must provide all equipment, software and access necessary to connect to our service. Our 

service is not available on all operating systems, devices, or locations. You should note that 

depending on your device, your device might not be able to access our service while you are 

using other features of your device. 

In order to ensure the availability and quality of our service for all of our users, by accessing 

our service, you agree that your device and/or software does not disturb or interfere with 

our service, including our mobile apps, our tablet apps, or our website. If we suspect that 

any equipment or software is causing interference with our service, we reserve the right to 

immediately disconnect that equipment or software from our service, and we reserve the 

right to immediately suspend or terminate your further use of our service. If any upgrade to 

the service requires changes in your equipment or software, and you wish to continue using 

our service, it will be your responsibility to make these changes at your own expense. Any 

additional features that augment or enhance our service will be subject to these terms and 

conditions. You agree to comply with all applicable laws in your use of our service. 

Tiny Gravity is willing to license the Software to you only upon the condition that you accept 

all the terms contained in this Agreement. You indicate your acceptance of this Agreement 

simply by downloading, installing or using the Software. By doing any of these actions you 

have indicated that you understand this Agreement and accept all of its terms. If you are 

accepting the terms of this Agreement on behalf of a company or other legal entity, you 

represent and warrant that you have the authority to bind that company or other legal 

entity to the terms of this Agreement, and, in such event, "you" and "your" will refer to that 

company or other legal entity. If you are under the age of majority in your jurisdiction of 

residence, you must have the agreement of your parent/legal guardian to this Agreement on 

your behalf. If you do not accept all the terms of this Agreement, then Tiny Gravity is 

unwilling to license the Software to you, and you may not use it, and you must immediately 



remove the Software from any computers or devices upon which you have downloaded or 

installed it. 

1. User Representations and Warranties. By using the Software, you represent, 

warrant and covenant that you: (i) shall use the Software only as set forth in 

these Terms of Service; (ii) have the power and authority to enter into and be 

bound by the Terms of Service; and (iii) are thirteen years of age or older. If you 

are under the age of 13, you are not allowed to use the Software. 

2. Embedded Reporting; Privacy. You acknowledge that the Software contains 

automated reporting routines that will automatically identify and analyze certain 

aspects of use and performance of the Software and the systems with which the 

Software is used, as well as the operator and operating environment (including 

problems and issues that arise in connection therewith), and you hereby consent 

to the Software's sending such data to Tiny Gravity. Tiny Gravity will be free to 

use for development, diagnostic, and corrective purposes any data and 

information it so collects relating to diagnosis, problems, systems, performance, 

use, or functionality. Please see Tiny Gravity’s Privacy Policy (which is 

incorporated into this Agreement by reference) for more information and notices 

concerning Tiny Gravty collection and use of your personal information, including 

how to opt out of collection of this information. 

3. Information sharing. You acknowledge that the Software contains features 

designed to share select sites (URLs) you browse and other information. In some 

cases, sharing is explicitly invoked by you (e.g., when you click the Share button). 

You also acknowledge and agree that your purchase information is shared 

between Tiny Gravity partner stores and Tiny Gravity for the purpose of 

maximizing your rewards and improving the Tiny Gravity service. Tiny Gravity also 

gathers data around the usage of its mobile apps including but not limited to geo-

location. To the extent permitted by law, Tiny Gravity reserves the right to use 

any data collected, explicitly or implicitly, in any form or fashion that Tiny Gravity 

decides. 

4. Grant of License. Subject to your compliance with the terms and conditions of this 

Agreement, Tiny Gravity grants you a revocable, non-exclusive and non-

transferable license to install and use the executable form of the Software on an 

unlimited number of computers or devices which are owned or controlled by you. 

Furthermore, with respect to any App Store Sourced Application (defined below), 

you will only use the App Store Sourced Application (i) on a Apple-branded 

product that runs the iOS operating system software provided by Apple; and (ii) 

as permitted by the "Usage Rules" set forth in the Apple App Store Terms of 

Service. Tiny Gravity reserves all rights in the Software not expressly granted to 

http://perk.com/privacy


you in this Agreement. You also agree to abide by the rules of Google’s Play Store 

and the permitted "Usage Rules" defined by Google. 

5. Restrictions. Except as expressly specified in this Agreement, you may not: (a) 

copy or modify the Software; (b) transfer, sublicense, lease, lend, rent, or 

otherwise distribute the Software to any third party; or (c) make the functionality 

of the Software available to other users. You acknowledge and agree that 

portions of the Software, including, without limitation, the source code and the 

specific design and structure of individual modules or programs, constitute the 

intellectual property of or contain trade secrets of Tiny Gravity and its licensors. 

Accordingly, you agree not to disassemble, decompile, or otherwise reverse 

engineer the Software, in whole or in part, or permit or authorize a third party to 

do so, except to the extent such activities are expressly permitted by law 

notwithstanding this prohibition. 

6. You acknowledge that Tiny Gravity may from time to time in its sole discretion, 

issue or require updates and upgrades to the Software, and you expressly agree 

that Tiny Gravity may automatically update or upgrade the version of the 

Software that you are using on your computer or device, either automatically or 

as a result of your request. These updates or upgrades may be designed to fix 

bugs, security issues, improve performance, add, remove, or update functionality, 

and generally improve the Software. You consent to such updating or upgrading 

on your computer or device, and agree that the terms and conditions of this 

Agreement will apply to all such updates or upgrades. 

7. Software from Apple App Store and Google Play Store. The following applies to 

any Software accessed through or downloaded from the Apple App Store or 

Google Play Store ("App Store Sourced Application"): 

- You acknowledge that: (a) this Agreement is concluded between you and Tiny Gravity 

only, and not Apple, Google; and (b) as between Tiny Gravity and Apple, and (c) as 

between Tiny Gravity and Google, Tiny Gravity is solely responsible for the App Store 

Sourced Application and content therein. Your use of the App Store Sourced 

Application must comply with the applicable App Store Terms of Service. 

- You acknowledge that Apple and Google have no obligation whatsoever to furnish 

any maintenance and support services with respect to the App Store Sourced 

Application. 

- In the event of any failure of the App Store, Play Store Sourced Application to 

conform to any applicable warranty, you may notify said store in order to refund the 

purchase price for the App Store Sourced Application to you and, to the maximum 

extent permitted by applicable law, Apple and Google will have no other warranty 

obligation whatsoever with respect to the App Store Sourced Application, and, as 

between Tiny Gravity and Apple, Google, any other claims, losses, liabilities, 



damages, costs or expenses attributable to any failure to conform to any warranty 

will be Tiny Gravity sole responsibility. 

- You and Tiny Gravity acknowledge that, as between Tiny Gravity and Apple, Apple is 

not responsible for addressing any claims by you or any third party relating to the 

App Store Sourced Application or your possession and use of the App Store Sourced 

Application. 

- You and Tiny Gravity acknowledge that, in the event of any third party claim, that the 

App Store Sourced Application or your possession and use of that App Store Sourced 

Application infringes that third party’s intellectual property rights, as between Tiny 

Gravity and Apple, you, not Apple, will be solely responsible for the investigation, 

defense, settlement and discharge of any such intellectual property infringement 

claim to the extent required by this Agreement. 

- You and Tiny Gravity acknowledge and agree that Apple and Apple’s subsidiaries, are 

third party beneficiaries of this Agreement as related to your license of the App Store 

Sourced Application, and that, upon your acceptance of the terms and conditions of 

this Agreement, Apple will have the right (and will be deemed to have accepted the 

right) to enforce this Agreement as related to your license of the App Store Sourced 

Application against you as a third party beneficiary thereof. 

- Without limiting any other terms of this Agreement, you must comply with all 

applicable third party terms of agreement when using the App Store Sourced 

Application. 

8. Feedback. We welcome and encourage you to provide feedback, comments and 

suggestions for improvements to the Software (whether written, verbal or in any 

other format or manner) (" Feedback"). You acknowledge and agree that all 

Feedback will be the sole and exclusive property of Tiny Gravity and you hereby 

irrevocably assign to Tiny Gravity and agree to irrevocably assign to Tiny Gravity 

all of your right, title, and interest in and to all Feedback, including without 

limitation all worldwide patent rights, copyright rights, trade secret rights, and 

other proprietary or intellectual property rights therein. In jurisdictions where an 

assignment through this Agreement is not binding, you grant to Tiny Gravity, in 

perpetuity, a world-wide, non-exclusive, sublicensable and transferable license to 

publish, display, reproduce, modify, edit or otherwise use all Feedback, in whole 

or in part, for any and all commercial purpose, purposes of trade, or for any other 

reason; and (ii) you hereby waive any and all moral rights in and to all Feedback. 

9. We reserve the right to change, add to or discontinue any portion of our Add Ons, 

Browser Application, Software and our Affiliate Store database in any way, solely 

as a matter of our discretion.  

10. We use cookies, web beacons, and other tracking technologies to collect 

information about you when you use Tiny Gravity. Specifically, we collect your IP 



address, browser type, operating system, date and time of your visit; time spent 

on site, and/or browser referral headers. 

11. User Conduct. You agree that you will not engage in any activity that interferes 

with or disrupts the Software, Tiny Gravity Browser, Apps, Sites or the Services (or 

the servers and networks which are connected to the Services) or use any service 

to manipulate your CPU to gain distinct advantage on any of our programs. If you 

are found in violation, your rewards will be cancelled and your account is subject 

to be banned. 

12. Unless you have been specifically permitted to do so in a separate agreement 

with us, you agree that you will not reproduce, duplicate, copy, sell, trade or 

resell the Services for any purpose. 

13. Please note that at any time, we may, in our sole discretion, terminate our legal 

agreement with you and deny you use of our Services if: 

 

- you have breached any provision of these terms (or have acted in manner which 

clearly shows that you do not intend to, or are unable to comply with the provisions 

of these terms); or 

- we are required to do so by law (for example, where the provision of our Services to 

you is, or becomes, unlawful); or 

 

- any partner with whom we offered the Services to you has terminated its 

relationship with us or ceased to offer their services to you; or 
 

 

- we are transitioning to no longer providing the Services to users in the country in 

which you are resident or from which you use the Services; or 

 

- the provision of the Services to you is, in our opinion, no longer commercially viable. 
 

 

- at any reason whatsoever; or if you have broken any of the terms in the Agreement 

herein. 

 

14. You further agree that your use of the Services shall be lawful and that you will 

comply with the usage rules. In furtherance of the foregoing, and as an example 

and not as a limitation, you agree not to use the Service in order to (all as 

determined in our sole and absolute discretion): 

 

- post, upload, transmit or otherwise disseminate information that is obscene, 

indecent, vulgar, pornographic, sexual, hateful or otherwise objectionable 



 

- post spam links, and/or personal referral links in an aggressive, wanton, or otherwise 

inappropriate fashion both on Tiny Gravity or on any other public site on the web 
 

 

- defame, libel, ridicule, mock, stalk, threaten, harass, intimidate or abuse anyone, 

hatefully, racially, ethnically or, in a reasonable person's view, an otherwise offensive 

or objectionable manner 

 

- upload or transmit (or attempt to upload or transmit) files that contain viruses, 

Trojan horses, worms, time bombs, cancel bots, corrupted files or data, or any other 

similar software or programs that may damage the operation of the Service, other 

users' computers, or the access to or functionality of the Tiny Gravity services 
 

 

- violate the contractual, personal, intellectual property or other rights of any party 

including using, uploading, transmitting, distributing, or otherwise making available 

any information made available through the Service in any manner that infringes any 

copyright, trademark, patent, trade secret, or other right of any party (including 

rights of privacy or publicity) 

 

- attempt to obtain passwords or other private information from other members 
 

 

- improperly use support channels or complaint buttons to make false reports to Tiny 

Gravity 

 

- develop, distribute, or publicly inform other members of "auto" software programs, 

"macro" software programs or other "cheat utility" software program or applications 

in violation of the applicable License Agreements 
 

 

- publicly inform other members or any other persons of any error, miscue or bug that 

gives an unintended advantage or exploit, or that violates any applicable laws or 

regulations 

 

- promote or encourage any illegal activity including, but not limited to, hacking, 

gaming, distribution of counterfeit software, or cheats for the Services 

 

 

15. You further agree that Tiny Gravity has the right at any time in its sole discretion 

to cancel and remove Tiny Gravity Score or Coins if your account is found in 



violation of any of the terms held therein or for any reason at all in Tiny Gravity 

sole discretion. 
 

16. Members will not be reimbursed for lost or stolen rewards including Gift Cards 

and Prizes 
 

17. Fair Usage Policy. Tiny Gravity reserves the right to cancel your account and block 

your IP if it has reasons to believe that you are using the Tiny Gravity apps in a 

fraudulent manner in Tiny Gravity sole discretion. If Tiny Gravity detects unusual 

activity, we may require you to provide identification or other means of 

verification in order to verify the authenticity of your account including the 

number of devices registered to your account, the number of referrals you’ve 

invited, and the number of people in your household. 
 

18. It is against these terms of service to earn through the applications without any 

user activity for any extensive period of time determined in Tiny Gravity sole 

discretion. 
 

19. Notification with respect to Children's Privacy (Users under the age of 13) 
 

20. We request that children under the age of 13 not submit any Personal 

Information to us via the Tiny Gravity. It is possible that by fraud or deception we 

may receive information given to us or pertaining to children under 13. If we are 

notified of this, as soon as we verify the information, we will immediately delete 

the information from our servers. All points or tokens earned by a member who is 

later identified as being in violation of these terms will be removed from the 

account. Questions regarding children's privacy should be directed 

to: apprisekft@gmail.com  
 

21. Changes to this Agreement. Tiny Gravity reserves the right, at its sole discretion 

and at any time, to modify this Agreement or any portion thereof, at any time and 

without prior notice. If we modify this Agreement, we will post the modification 

on our Web site or provide you with notice of the modification. By continuing to 

access or use the Software after we have posted a modification on the Web site 

or have provided you with notice of a modification, you are indicating that you 

agree to be bound by the modified agreement. If the modified Agreement is not 

acceptable to you, your only option is to stop using the Software and uninstall it 

from any computers or devices on which you have it installed. 

22. You agree to indemnify and hold harmless the Tiny Gravity Parties from and 

against all claims, actions, demands, liabilities, costs, and expenses. Some 

jurisdictions do not allow the limitation or exclusion of liability for incidental or 



consequential damages, so the above limitations or exclusions may not apply to 

you. 

23. Contact Information. If you have any questions regarding this Agreement, you 

may contact Tiny Gravity at apprisekft@gmail.com Our mailing address is: 4400 

Nyíregyháza, Hungary, Új utca 35. 

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO THE FOREGOING TERMS AND CONDITIONS YOU MAY NOT 

USE THE SOFTWARE AND YOU MUST UNINSTALL IT FROM ANY COMPUTERS OR 

DEVICES UPON WHICH YOU MAY HAVE DOWNLOADED OR INSTALLED THE 

SOFTWARE. 
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